May 2020
Dear ESS Annual Member,
We hope you’ve been staying safe and well. Over
the past few months, we have worked diligently to
respond to questions about the steps we’re taking
to make our customers whole when it comes to
your annual membership with Elite Shooting
Sports. As we plan on officially opening the ranges
this upcoming Friday, May 29, we want to take this
opportunity to provide a more detailed update on
what this means for your membership:
- For our annual monthly account holders, we have continued with automatic withdrawals. Our system
simply won’t allow to put a hold on payments without them continuing to automatically accrue overtime.
Instead, we are extending all annual monthly memberships an additional two months free of charge,
which reflects the time during which our ranges were not available for use.
- If you do not wish for your membership to be extended, you may choose to receive an Elite Shooting
Sports gift card for the value of the monthly payments you made over the past two months.
- In addition, as a token of our appreciation, we have been doing weekly firearm giveaways for the annual
members who remain active during the shutdown. No entry is needed; winners are selected randomly.
This has been received in such a positive manner that we have decided to continue the firearm giveaway
on a monthly basis for annual members even after the shutdown is over to thank you for your continued
patronage. Some examples of the gun giveaways are: Walther CCP 9mm, FN503 9mm, CZ P-10C 9mm,
and SIG Sauer 320C 9mm.
As you may already know from our social media coverage, we have made changes to prepare our facility
for reopening, such as professionally installed Glass Guard, social distancing and occupancy signage,
floor stickers, branded PPE – all with the safety and well-being of our customers and team members in
mind.
Rest assured we’re working tirelessly behind the scenes to resume our normal range operations as soon
as possible. Officially, range operations continue to be shut down to the public through May 28, 2020. If
you are out and about shopping for essentials, we urge you to come by to say hello and see for yourself
the new safety precautions we have in place at ESS. It’s always recommended to be prepared for any
opportunities that may arise, such as having your range gear with you, as the old saying goes, “Better to
have and not need, than to need and not have.”
It is our hope that you find this information helpful. Please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions,
comments, or concerns. We are here for you!
Yours sincerely,
Elite Shooting Sports Staff
Main: (703) 335-2750
Eliteshootingsports.com







